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AIR CLEANING PROBLEMS AND ACTIVITIES AT TBE GOODYEAR ATOMIC 
CORPORATION, PORTSMOUIB, OHIO 

By Howard Caterson 

LOCATION ANJJ DESCRIJ?TION 0F PLhNT 

As many of you know, the Goodyear Atomic Corporetion operates for the 
Atomic Energy Commission B gaseous diffusion plant located in Pike 
County, Ohio just 20 miles north of Portsmouth end the Ohio River. The 
plant was built et the direction of the Atomic Energy Commission for 
extracting urenium-235 isotope from verious isotopic essay mixtures of 
urenium. The aree of Southern Ohio in which the plant is located is 
thinly populated e.nd essentially rurel. In Pike County, where the plant 
is located, the 1950 census showed Waverly with a population of 1700 
inhabitants es the largest town. Prior to construction of the plant, 
most of the county's population we.s engaged in agricultural activities • 
.Although not perhaps as isolated as Los J..larcos, or son.e of the test sites 
in the west, there seens to be rur.ple area with sparse population between 
the plant site end the principal corr.munities. So thet you mey better 
orient yourselves, I have marked on the map (Fig. 1) the principal residen
tial areas - Portsmouth, Lucasville, Beaver, Piketon and Waverly. 

The plant itself is locetec on a 4000-acre site and consists of three 
large process buildings and en assortment of euxilieries. The dimensions 
of e typical building are 2,500 feet long by 500 feet 'olide. 

PI"tThCIPitL ;.I.1.fOhNE CC·i~TJd'•;I!Ui.NT.-:> 

Ureniwn end fluorine, in several combinations, ere the principel airborne 
contaminants Yhich ILight result from the plant operations. I rright mention 
that the diffusion cascade itself consists of a vast configuration of 
relatively lerge diameter pipes, vessels end ges pumps whicb continuously 
circulste uranium hexsfluoride in gaseous stste. Except at the time of 
equipment or pipe feilure, the ureniun ges is contained in the cascade 
system. Process gas can, of course, escape accidentally et the feed point 
end et the withdrew[!l points. In the presence of vet eir, ureniUL~ hexa
fluoride will hydrolyze to an oxifluoride or reduced to the insoluble 
tetrafluoride. Under normal atmospheric conditions, these compounds are 
solid and can form small particles which easi~ become airborne. The other 
gaseous contaminants consist of fluorine and hydrogen fluoride. Fluorine 
and hydrogen fluoride may be associated with or without uranium. 
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CONT.hlt..1-J!.NT OR IHSP:IBSION? 

,, 
L 

There are tvo directly opposite philosophies prevelent at our plant 
on the subject of airborne uranium contaminants. Should the released 
111Bterial be contained and collected et the point of dispossl or should 
the airborne material be exhausted to the atmosphere so that the area 
concentration is reduced by dilution7 Containment usually requires 
more equipment end is frequently more expensive. Containment, however, 
will prevent videspread contamination end \.'ill enacle easier recovery 
of airborne materials. 

URJ...NIUh GAS REI.EASES - LlJ\GELY CONSIDER.ED INTERNAft 

It has been noted that the airborne activity follo\dng e releese of 
process gas (UF6) tends to decrease more rapidly at the U-235 depleted 
end of the cascade than at the U-235 product end. The complete reason 
for this is not known st this time. The rapid settling of particulate 
matter after a release does permit entry by decontamination personnel 
wearing co~peny-issued clothing end shoes. Respiretory equipment is 
usually used for protection against ingestion brought about by dusts 
stirred up during the cleaning activity. 

Uranium gas released in en enclosed area handling higher assay material 
from the cascade does require ventilation to reduce the airborne activity. 
This higher assay meterial is sufficiently valuable that a filtering 
system is being installed for collection and recovery of the uranium. 
Since the alpha activity of this materiel is very hish, the dollar value 
is considered fortunate from an industrial hygiene point of view. It is 
proposed that severe.I deep bed fibre glass filter units be used as the 
filtering agent. It is believed and hoped that the routine changing of 
the filters will not give the fluorides sufficient ti.me to attack the 
filter media. In one such area where this problem exists, the ventilation 
provided by opereting air samplers within the enclosed ares is sufficient 
to reduce the airborne activity. The filter papers collecting the airborne 
contaminants ere processed to recover the uranium. This is en interim 
measure until the permanent ventilation system is instelled. 

In the room where depleted uranium hexefluoride is withdrawn from the 
cascade, the airborne activity follo\dng e releDse decreases rapidly. 
There are two ventilation systems in the area - one, over each \lithdra\olal 
point, designed to handle s:nell releases, and the second, en emergency 
system loc8ted in the ceiling desiened to exhaust any major release to 
the outside. It is the philosophy of our Health Physics Department thBt 
when the contE.reinant is conte.ined, there is no necessity to spreed it over 
a lar5e erea. Therefore, it is their recommend~tion thet the emergency 
ventilation syste~ be used during e m8jor release only when needed to 
facilitate the evacuation of personnel from the area. 
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In our product withdrs~el srec, vacuum pumps were provided, preceded 
by mechanical and chereiccl trep~, to exheust within tte roo~s. After 
e brief period of oper~tion in this fecility it wes discovered that 
the tre.ps did not renove ell of the urf'nium hexafluoride ges end it 
wes being dispersed in li~ht concentrf'tions throughout the room. The 
vecuum pumps heve since been connected to vent lines exheusting them 
to the outside. Because of the monetery wortt of even the small 
quantity of vented urenium, filters ere l:::ein[ designed to collect 
materiel which passes throu~h the pumps. 

THE ilh CLE:i.NING fhvLIDl 

An extensive ventileticn system is provided in eech process building 
(8,J00,000, 8, 750,00Q, 7,000,000 Cfl. respect! vely) to control end main
tein a.rr.bient eir ter.:peretures in order to prevent the process ges (UF6) 
from freezing out end to provide air for cooline motors. iir mixing and 
filter rooms are provided at the air inteke openines into the buildings. 
J.. typical process building will include some 7 ,600 20" x 20 11 x 2 11 

viscous type wire mesh filters (kr,ericen J.ir Filter Type HV-2 - Design A -
1200 CFM per filter cepecity). 1be filter benks ere washed cleen with 
""arm water and reoiled when the stetic pressure drop reaches 0.25 11 of 
""eter (design point - 0.12 11 of water). Reoiling hEs been e fire hazard 
when ivproper spraying devices are used. On one occEsion, etor.~zing 
sprey heeds were used resulting in large quentities of oil vapor being 
csrried into lsree portions of the build.int;. Sut;gestions of uninflamn.able 
oils for consideration in this application would be welcomed. Although 
the above certainly represents an extremely large industrial ventilating 
installation, there are no unique radiation or nuclear problems directly 
associated with this application. 

EXTERNAL ATMOSPHERE CONTAMINANTS 

Fluorine and other light mass gasses such as nitrogen or air, must be 
removed from the cascade to prevent an excessive build-up of volUI'lles 
which should better be occupied by uranium gas. The removal of these 
so-called "lights" is accoraplished by allowing the gasses to vent through 
stacks. There has been, over the months, a build-up of radioactivity 
around the vents from traces of urani\lll passing through with the "light" 
gasses. 
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Until an adequate scrubher is designed for fluorine being vented, 
it is proposed to allo;.r the vent gases to pass directly into the 
atmosphere. The odor threshold for the various fluorine components 
is considerably belo;.r the plant limits {lPPM); as a result, nearly 
everyone on plant site has a more sensitive detector than the 
Industrial Hygiene Department. Even though background checks for 
fluoride contents of mud, vater, foilage and air indicate no change 
over the initial values observed prior to beginning plant operation, 
both off and on plant site, plans for fluorine scrubbers are being 
developed. 

These application items end problems wr~ch I have just discussed ere 
mentioned to give you a cross section of typical problems associated 
'With airborne activity et the Portsmouth plant site. Although some 
of the materials ere not commonly used in other industries, it i~ not 
claimed thst Portsmouth's problems ere unusuelly difficult or 
particulerly unique. ~e ere confident that the bulk of these problems 
have end will continue to be solved usinG stenderd industrial hygiene 
and engineering techniques. 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Although the plant site is located in a sparsely populated erea, there 
ere privetely owned lends end farms on ell sides of the plant site. 
Our Industrial nygiene end Health Physics Groups regularly check 
plant effluent streams end teke air samples from regular points. In 
addition to this monthly data, arrangements have been made for annual 
photogrephic surveys es e check to determine whether airborne radio
active materiels end corrosive gases heve had eny effect on foilege 
end crops. The first serial end ground photographic survey was made 
before plant operctions began in 1954 and the second survey was completed 
this pest summer. ~s expected, no apparent changes have yet been de
tected. 

Several unanswered problems have been mentioned end I hope that perhaps 
in sou.e of the discussions here this week I might pick up some clues 
which will give us some help. Among these un8nswered problems were the 
absolute reI:JOval of uranium hexafluoride by banks of mechanicvl and 
chemical traps; the best filter media to be used for the collection of 
uranium fluorides and for the scrubbing and collection of fluorine from 
vented gases. In addition, a method which would analyze fluorides 
quickly end &ccuretely is needed. Our Laboratory people report thst the 
present Ir.Odified Willis rd l \\inters Titration Procedure requires a time 
consuminr, distilletion end gives much delayed results. 

In s\lIIllll8ry, I \.'ould like to say thet durinc; the start of operations 
at the Portsmouth Plant there have been meny interestinc problems 
in the eree of eir contDrtlnation and eir clevning. 1ne bulk of these 
center around uranium and fluorine com}•ound::; find the bulk of the 
solutions hvve been handled by dispersion and dilution. Trapping hes 
been successful, although improverr:ents ~re in order. It is not 
anticipfited thvt difficulties in the nepr or foreseecble future 'Ji th 
the corr.muni. ty 'Jill result from the present methods of operrtion st the 
l-'ortsI!louth ilI'ee Flent. 

·---·-··--"' ..... , 
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"SPECIAL AIR CLEANING AND VENTILATING EQUIPMENT FOR SPi::CIAL MACHINING OPERATIONS" 

Argonne National Labo.~.a tory 
November 3, 1955 

by 
M. D. Thaxter, UCRL Berkeley 

Machining oralloy shapes for experimental device3 or for ~eapons components poses 

a number of problems suggesting specialized engineering solutions. 

These problems may be listeds 

1. Di.Il'ensions of the work piece are such as to require a versatile size #2 rril-

ling machine. 

2. Hieh degrees of precision machining may be required, neces8itating fine finish 

cuts, frequent inspection, good visibility, and expert operators. 

3. Toughness of the metal is notorious, necessitating relatively massive, henc~ 

expensive, precision tools, amply powered and with abundant lubricant and coolant. 

235 Oralloy is not 1CXJ% pure U • Oralloy is of course radioactive. The u234 

impurity increases its rc..dioacti ve hazard when inhaled or inees ted. Penetra ti. nr 

radiation, both beta and i:;arnma, is such that workmen should limit their close co;,-

tact to work pieces and to chips to a minimum. 

). Criticality considerations are frequently controlling as to design and operations. 

The effect of moderators and tampers must be forseen. In fact, the near presence 

of the opera tor, due to the hydrocenous cons ti tu1':&ts of his body, may preclude cer-

tain shapes. Subdivision of the work piece, as in chip fonnation, can chan~e the 

cri tcali t;y of the arra:1 rapidly. A rross suhdi vision, as in a fire, followed by 

collection of the finely divided oxide in water ma:, promptly chanr,f' a subcri ti cal 

conficuratior. to above critical • 

.............. ______ .... _. _____________ _ 
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S. Oralloy idizes easily. This prorerly is enhanced by local temoerature in-

creases (as n machininr,)" and is furlher intitr.31..ely related to the available sur

face. At room temperature in air oralloy masses will promptly develop an oxide 

coating which is self-limiting in depth. Exposure of a new surface is followed 

bj' additional oxide formation. This reaction is strongly exothermic. If in mach

ining operations this temperature rise i.;; nvt controlled rigidly, combustion com

mences and may proceed very rapidly. Under combuslion conditions, uranium metal 

will remove oxygen from water, carb0n dioxide, carbonates, and c,f co'.lrse from air. 

An established uranium fire in air may be practically impossible to put out. 

7. Accountability standards est.ablished by the AEC for Oralloy requires recovery 

of all scrap within "reasonable" limits for the opera vi on concerned. This may mean 

fractions of a gram. At a published $25.00/~ram there is also an economic incent

ive to suffer no appreciable losses in processin£. Scrap may not be poisoned by 

cadmium, boron or other ncutron-absorbi~~ contaminants which could hinder repro

cessing. 

8. As an eighth item, although not a problem peculiar to oralloy machining, the 

following philosophy enters into the eneineering. All radioisotope processing 

{whether mechanical or chemical) at UCRL is held to the criteria that work rooms 

shall be contamination freeJ that special protective suits, ~espirators, clothing, 

etc., shall be for emergencies only and that conta.rr.ination potentials shall be 

engineered to confine the problem to its locus and not to pen:U.t planned or prob

able dispersal. 

Design of the milling machine facility: 

The salient features of the mill and its enclosure may best be presented by show

ing a few slides (Chem 2802 - 45° front view)s a #2 mill is modified to include 

a special table for chucking the work pieco. This table is surrounded with a cool

ant pan to hold a 211 lake for quenching and su'bmerging the bulk of chips. Surround

ing all is a five sided enclosure fastened to the table. The front side is lucil~ 

wi lh r;love ports mounted in a rotary plate and with on~ access door leadine to 3.n 
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internal crane. The two ends 11~ ;c access doors. (Slide 2800 - front view) (Slide 

2801 - back view) The back is a stainless sheet rollin~ onto vertical shafts under 

tension. Top, bottom and sides of the sheet are sealed with Teflon 'Wipers. Tilis 

enclosure can therefore rise and !all, traverse, and proceed front to back 'With 

the same scope as the original milling machine. Major controls are external to 

the enclosure. Coolant is supplied at 4 GPM. An "Ansul" dry chemical system is 

installed for fire suppression. 

The enclosure is deemed to supply a reasonable compromise with the machinists' 

habits and requirements and those dictated by the "problems" above enumerated. 

It is the subject o! AEC Accident and Fire Prevention inforination Issue No. 19 

October 10, 1955. 

Desip;n of the air cleaning facility: 

The air cleaning design, as to capacity 1 is dictated by the area C·f opened access 

doors. A 50 FPM velocity was selected for all 3 doors open--a rare possibility. 

This bave us 300 CFM. 

Because of the complexity of operations and sizes of pieces, an early hope to 

€Y.haust the cutter area under close capture conditions was abandoned in favor of 

ceneral enclosure exhaust. 

The rir,orousness of desicn to he de3criPed is dictated by the worst possi~le air 

cle:aning eve:ituality--::. 1.:a:=sive out-of-conlrol co~ifle;rJ.+.ion in the milling enclos~re. 

S•Jc!1 an event would dj scharce 3.bur.dant hea L and a dense cloud of glowint; uranium 

oxide to the exhaust traj n. Clouds· with the;;;e properties have in rractice .Jlready 

plu[~ed filters and then burned through or melted down adjacent structures. It 

was therefore decided to ir.stall a "quencher" early in the system. We selected 

the perforated double-plate inertial separator (sold under the name 11 ::e,:a-Clog") 

\o.'hich, rihen employed with floodin[ :1ozzles deli\•erinp distilled water coolant at 

10 gµn is estimated to be adeqLl:>tc for qucnch~nf and placing int.o water suspension 

a very large fraction mas:;-".;.so of uran"i11'.'1 or uranium oxi<ic so airbcrne. 



The coolant is drained from t;oth upstn· and downstream faces of the separator 

to a cadmiura clad trifurca ted sump the c'. .r.iensions of which comply with criticality 

requirements. A siphon from one elemen~ returns the circulating coolant to a neo

prene impeller pump and back to the floodinc; nozzles. 

Downstream airwise of the separator is a glass fiber filter pad (PF 105) as an 

"accountability" collector for that fraction of uranium particulates pansing the 

separator. Downstream of it is a hir,h temperature resistant fibrous pad :nade of 

"Fiberfrax" e:mployed as a fire stop. 

Downstream of the fire stop filter is an all-glass fiber clean-up filter of 1106 

B paper in the familiar C~S pleated pattern. 

An exhauster adequate to overcol!le the various pressure drops encountered dischar[CS 

to an ordinar; sheet metal duct exhausted to outdoors. 

Controls include a low level sump alarr.i, a coolant flow alarm, the usual electrical 

fusing and panel ligh~J denoting ener~ized motors or th~ contrary. Manometers 

indicate pressure drops across the air cleaning elements. 

An emergency air flow restriction valve, spring loaded, may be activated by the 

operator to cut CFY. from 300 to 70. 

Access ports are provided for viewing, for wash do.,.,'Tl and recovery as "ell as for 

monitoring. 

A periodic shut-downs the coolant pump circuit may be tapped via Saunders valves 

into a porous stainless steel plate acting as support for a filter on which fines 

can be recovered for accountability weighing. 

The assembly just described is a mobile unit (as arP. r.iost of the UCRL radioisotope 

processing units, where possible). To accomplish thin, many liberties had to be 

taken with good aerodynamic concepts othen<lse the unit would--on a straight line 

arrangement--have extended to 62 feet long. Actuall:v it is 4'6" x 4'8" x 6'6" 

high. Slide 441 shows a side elevation featurin1~ the control panel. Slide 442. 

shows a side elevation featurint; the sump and Slide 444 is a ~Of1 view. It is 
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anticipated this air cleani_nr, unit will also be employed (' . other machines such 

as lathes, drill presses, etc. Althouch considt:1rablc thou~·ht and effort has been 

expended we recognize this is our Mark I model and some changes may be dictated 

by operating experience. We would like to present some numbers derived from ex-

peri.mental runs, however. In one of these several hundred grams of uranium chips 

were deliberately ignited into the system (Table I) 

It is a pieasure to a.ckr..ol>'ledt;e the ossistance received from the ~st three air 

cleanine seminars and specifically from the Harvard Uni versit.y' s 2chool of Public 

Health Air Cleanine Laboratory. 1:e are also indebted to the N.Y.O.O. Industrial 

Hygiene Labs under W. Harris for his experience and data on uranium machining. 

Mr. Jack Murrow, chemist in our group is to be praised for his competent efforts 

in experimentation and desic,n and for his coordination of the vsl'ious detailers 

and technicians. 

I particularly wish to express per:::ono.l satisfaction in working under a Chief, 

Nels Garden, who invites problem so::..utic:is not :1£cessarily rooted in technoloeical 

antiquity. 



TABLE I 

0Rerating Data 

Pressure Drop 
Cross Velocity Inlet Diecharge 

Sectional Inches Water 
nm Area Air Operating DesiV1 Wet Dry Rel. Wet Dry Rel. 

ft2 
~340 Water @ 340 !; 

CFM CFM 300 
FPM CFM 

Bulb Bulb Humid. Bulb Bulb Humid. 

OF OF ~ OF OF "!:. 

56 68 48 60 72 50 Iierti~l Separator 2.J? 145 J.2-5.~ 5-6 
J~l/ ft -- 5-6 

Reco·-rc r/ Filter 

Lr':!s·.'Ji= F:.1~,er 

c::.~~~- ·;;:; Fil t.er 

TOTAL 

E::d1auster 

? .r.;. 

P1,..: 

()iJ ~.::; i ·Jr: P,; rcha ses 

Hct'.,cr~1L-; 

L:i. t;c :-

4 85 -

1 340 -

4 85 -

- 85-2300 ?.5-13 
gpm 

0.9-1.J 2 

2.6-J.O 1-1. 5 

0.7-0.9 0.5 

13.6 13.5 

CONSTRUCTION DATA 

At above typical conditions and at 340 CFM 3pprox. 
1/4 gallon of water would be evaporated ~.:>r :-.0•1r. 

McKee-Eclipse Centrifugal Pressure Blmrnr #1-6515-1!, 3600 Rf1'i . 11 HP, 440'1, 3~ 
Rated capacity 400 CFM 13.75 inches #20 

Jabsco, l~", Model FM, Bronze body, Neoprene impeller, S.S. Shaft, 900 RPM 1 HP 
Hated capacit;r 14.1 n:J:l : 32 psi 

lt copper water tube, type L. Velocity - 3-J. 5 fµn 

$1100.00 

approx. $225.00 

56 man day~ (desibninr, not included) 

I-' 
I-' 
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AIR CLEA.lTIHG Alm INERT ATMOSP~ vmrrILATIC·N SYSI1EJ£ 
FOR FACILITY 350 

by 

A. B. Sl:uck 

The Argonne National Laboratory Fuel Fabrication Facility will be a 

ulant for develo~ment and fabrication of reactor fuel COITI!'onents containing 

ulutonium or uranium-2JJ. It is not, as has ueen rumored, a refabrication 

~lent for iITadiated fuels. The Facility will be housed in a building 245 1 

long by 72 1 wide. The first floor .,,lan of this building is shown i:l Figure 1· 

It is divided ventilation-wise into three areas wh:'..ch, for reference, we have 

termed the Administration Area, the Teci1l1ice..l Area, ann the Fabrication Area. 

The Administration Area consists of a lohby, offices, counting room and 

cloti1illb change roo!:ls. This area is cons.idered to have the same likelihood 

of contamin£-tion as an.v office or street area in the im..'DecUate vicinity of a 

closely controlled radioactive materials laooratory. The area will be air 

conditioned and ventilated as an.v uncontaminated area. The Technical Area 

will contain storage vaults for radioactive materials, a mechunical laboratory 

used for maintenance or modification of equiument and tooli?lb, x-ray rooms, 

dark rooms, and a Health Physics Depe.rtm~nt work and storase room. No direct 

wor~ upon radioactive :::iaterinls \·:ill he dt)ne in this area and contamination 

-------··---·-··--------· 
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~·ill be th~ result of a handling accident or of trad:ine; contaminated 

material fro~ the Fabrication Area. 

The Technice.l Area is isolated from the Fabrication Area, from the 

Administration Area, and from a ShiprinG and Receivine dock area by means 

of air locks with interlocked doors. The ?abrication Area will be used 

for all W(')rk performed directly upon radioactive materials or upon clad 

f'uel elements containint; radioactive materials and, while every effort 

will be made to keep all personnel areas free of contamination, the con-

tamina.tion risk will be greatest in the Fabrication Area. Air will be 

sunplied to eaca of t~e areas by means of se~arate air conditioning systems • 

.A multizoned air conditionint, system will be used for the Administration 

Area and zoned air condi tionine; sys te:ns will be used for the Technical 

Area and for the Fabrication Area. Replaceable medium tyPe rou€;hing and 

secondard filters will be used on all air s1.rpplied to the Technical Area 

and to the Fabrication Area. The ro~e;hint filters will consist of J2 

21.J." x 2411 x 9" filters in V-a.rra.ngement. Each ror:.ghing filter will be 

American Air Filter Com:>an.y 5 ply type F Air Matte fireproof medium. The 

secondarY filters, 32 in number, and 2l~" x 24" x 911
, will be American Air 

Filter Compan.v 10 ply t;;!)e Air ?·la. t te filter medium. Similar filters will 

be installed for ventilation of the fan room. The air will be dehumidified 

by cooling and then reheated. A maximum absolute humidity eqw:i.l to 50J 

relative humidity at 80°F has been established. 

The transmission of air borne contamination l:>etween areas will be 

controlled by the usual methods of ventilation and pressure control. The 

·---·····----· ----· _.,_"'-···--·-----------
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Technical Area wilJ be established as a reference zone acainst which the 

pressure of the Fabrication Area and the Administration Area will be con

trolled. The nressure of the Technical Area will be maintained at approxi

mately 0.05" w.g. below the ambient barometric pressure. This will be 

estaolished as a d,vnamic uressure-air flow relationship by throttling the 

air supply to a flov slightly less than that of the e:xhau.st air. The area 

has no ouenings to the outside or to the other areas except through the air 

locks. The regulation of the air flow to produce the desired pressure will 

necessarily be a field adjustment since at this time there is no way of 

accurately determining the lecJcace rate of the zone. It is felt that this 

method will establish a more uniform pressure than if referenced to the 

wind sensitive outside air pressure. 

The pressure in the Administration Area will be controlled by modu

lation of t.~e vortex damper en the exhaust fan as-a.inst the pressi;.re of 

the Technical ~rea by means of a differential pressure re6ulator set at 

+0.05" referenced to the Technical Area. The :nressure in the Fabrication 

Area will be controlled at -0.075" w.c. referenced to the pressure of the 

Technical Area by ceans of the differe,-:tia.l press\...re ree:,ulator modulating 

a vortex dBJlr.)er en the roon air ex.~a~st system. 

The Fabrication Area will contain equivment for alloying, melting, 

casting, rolling of sha:n~s, plate and foil, wire fabrication, 'T"Jressing, 

extruding, heat tr ea ting, and surfA.ce t?'t-:?ting of nlu tonium allo;its. This 

eqPiumcnt will be housed in the system of interconnecting, gas tight, hood 

lines. :&?.ch hood line will be coimectec1 to a bacl:-bone hooded conveyor 

by means of n pnenr;atically oneratec'i sealine do,-r. Access to nnd e&ress 

---------------·,····-········ 



from the system will be by means of a~ especially designed hood line with 

provision for air lock insertion of uncontaminated material and for sealing ! 

contaminated material in plastic pouches for extraction from the hood system. 
•, 

Additional equipment will be provided for canniDG, weldiJ16, and bonding of 

the radioactive metals into the nonradioactive jacketing materials, for 

ma.chining, weldiDG, brazing, and shearing of the clad fuel elements and for 

fabrication of finisbed fuel assemblies. The operations upon the clad fuels 

will be carried out in individually hooded equipment which will be separated 

from the contaminated hood s;rstem. The layout of the hoods in the Fa1'rication 

Area is shown in Figure £• 

Since the equi~ment ho~sed is larger than that ordinarily hooded, various 

methoCls of :orotecting the operating :personnel from exposure to the alpha 

racHoactive materials were considered in tile ureliminary studies for the Fuel 

Fabrication Facility. The glove box auproach to the problem was decided upon 

ne.inly because there is more background of experience with this method at ANL 

and at other installations from which to draw and because it appee.red to offer 

the maximum of process flexibility while affordinG satisfactory ~rotection 

to the worki!lg personnel. 

'l!he neavy equipment in the Fuel Fabrication Facility requires large 

sturdy enclosures. AccordiDblY, a flexible, modular enclosure system was 

develoned using aluminum extrusions for a rie;id frame \Ii th heavy transparent 

plastic or aluminum panel inserts in place of the usual liG}lt sheet metal 

construction. A prototype of this enclosure is shown in Figure 1• All of 

tl1e enclosures vere desibned \'!i th gloves on 'hott. sides a.ncl enclosed n space 

.............................. , ... -~------------------
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width of 4811 • The frames were fa"bricated fron :le five al\:Jllimun extrusions 

shown in Figure !!.· The extrusions incorporated gasket crooves, window 

recesses, bolting flanges, and ventiletion passB{:;es in the as-extruded 

shapes. Details of the hood construction will be available in a forth

coming ANL report. 

The ventilation of the F'..iel Fabrication Facility consists of the 

following systems: Two-once throuch systems for ventile.ting ( 1) the alpha 

radioactive hood lines and (2) the clad hood lines. Two emercency stand-by 

or purge systems for ventilating (1) the alpha radioactive hood lines and 

(2) the clad work hood lines. A once through filtered air system to exhaust 

the room air and ventila.tine;; the eq-.iipment housed in the enclosures below the 

primary hood system. 

The hoods in which the unclA.d radioactive materials are \'!orked will be 

onerated at a negative pressure of between o.6" and o.8" w.5. whether operated 

on air or inert gas atmosphere. When the hoo<.".s are to be air ventilated, 

the pressure will be controlled by drawing a ma.xi1m1m of 120 cubic feet of 

room air through two 12" x 12" x 6 11 AEC fireproof medium filters at the outer 

end of ea.ch hood 1 ine. Outlet and inlet dampers will l:e Ii£'!P+<•lly adj:ua.:ted to 

produce the required pressure. The filtered air will be distributed through 

hollow cavities in the lower longi tt:.dinal extrusio!ls and will be introduced 

to the hood modules through slots with adjustable cover plates to regulate the 

amount of air to each nodule. The air will ventilate the hood and will be 

withdrawn through similar slots in the upper 1011Gitudina.l extrusions and then 

will be carried through the extrusions S!ld piped to the ot: tlet filter housing 

located just above the conveyor hood. Updraft ventilation is used to facili-

' ---··-------· 
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tate heat removal. Both the inlet and the outlet filters will be changed 

into the hood system. After :fil tra ti on through a 12" x 12" x 611 high 

efficiency fireproof filter, the air will ~ass a rubber lined butterfly 

control valve. This valve will serve the dual function of ~roviding positivP. 

shut-off of the air system when the hoods are o~erated on inert gas and as a 

balancing daeyer for air o:oeration. The air will then '!)ass throt1.gh a short 

run of pipe to the ma.in exhaust ventilation header which will be maintained 

to the static pressure of ap!_)roximately -2.011 w.g. It will then '!)ass throti.gh 

a bank of final AEC high efficiency fireproof filters in the fan loft, through 

a vortex damper controlled exhauster and will be discharged to a common dis

charge header connected to a 100 1 stack outside of the building. 

Safe operation and filter changing required complete stand-by equipment 

and it was determined early in the design ~tudies to extend the stand-by 

equipment into a true emergency system capable of takill6 care of accidental 

or deliberate break in the ma.in hood barrier. This system will consist of a 

purge blower which will onerate continuously at essentially no flow. A pre

fil ter and final filter system installed in the fan loft will be capable of 

handling up to JOOO cubic feet of gas. The purge ventilation system a~ the 

hood will consist of a b8-S tie;,ht, rubber lined, 10" butterfly valve operated 

by a pilot-nositioned damper ~otor and controlled by means of a pneumatically 

O'Pera ted static pres S1.'re regulator with one control tip within the hood and 

a reference tip '··'i thin the room. The ccntroller will be set to maintain 

ap~roximately 400 1 per minute face velocity across an opening into the hoods 

but, when the hoods are operating at - .611 to - .8" w.e;., to close the valve 

fUlly ann to seal. Four .hundred feet per r.1inute velocity will be maintained 
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through an onening of l_ess than seven squAre feet. The removal of the 

window will onen an area of ap~)roximatel:' 10 squ.ire feet and will recluc.;; 

the velocity to JOO feet per minu~e. If two windows are removed from any 

hood line or from two hood lines, the velocity will be reduced to approxi

mately 150 feet per mirr.1te wi:ich is considered the minimum to p:-event the 

outward ciffusion of contaminated particles. Separate pur5e systems will 

be provided for the alpha radioactive mate•ials hood systems and for the 

clad work hood system. Both systems '~ill be simila.T in fu.nctio!l. F:i:nal 

fil tra ti0n will be thro'.lbh two banks of four 2L:.n Y.. 24 11 z 12" AEC fireproof 

mecliu'll filters in seri(;So The :."'i:i..·st filters of each se:d.es will be changed 

by the pb.stic pouch tec:mique. 

The room ventilation will b9 c once throubh sy~tem. The excess building 

ventilation not required for ventilation of the Drima.ry blove boxes will be 

carried through paneled suaces below the hocds to cool and ventilate the 

contamination risk equipment housed within these spaces. A slight negative 

-pressure will be maintained in the spaces by the introduction of air to the 

enclosures thro~gh special glass wool filters. The air leaving the S"Paces 

will be ~refiltered through similar glass wool filters before exhausting 

to the general building exhaust s~rs tern. The final filters of the general 

building exhaust system \·rill be of the AEC high efficiency type. Thus, it 

will be seen that all air leaving the primary hood systems will be twice 

filtered throue;h AEC high efficiency fireproof filters but the general 

room exhaust air will be prefiltered and then finally filtered through 

.AEC standard high efficiency filters. 

···-·········-·----------------
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The Inert Atmosphere System 

Originally it was thought tha.t a stra.ibht system of air ventil::ltion 

of the primary hoods for Facility 350 with local helium or argon suuplied 

to small chip collectors or work enclosures would be sufficient to prevent 

burning and oxidation of the plutonium alloys. Subsequently, it developed 

that many of the alloys under consideration were spontaneously pyrophoric 

and, for this reason, these alloys cannot be fabricated in the other AEC 

facilities. It became necessary to expand the inert atmosphere system and 

to investigate various possibilities for producing an economically operated 

inert •rentilation systeo serving eutire ho0ds a.:i~d hood lines. (This problem 

has o.lr~~'.dy been solved on a smaller scale in the Plutonium Physical 

Metallurgy Laboratory at AllL.) 

Several gases were sue;e;ested for use as a protective atmosphere, 

including nitrogen,. co2, synthetic hydrocarbon atmosuheres, hydrogen, argon 

and helium. Of these, only argon and helium were found to be of use. Argon 

gas has the advantage of being of the ea.me order of density as air and thus 

can be handled by fans and blowers designed for air, but purification of 

argon is somewhat of a problem. Regenerative adsorptive systems do not work 

~ell with argon since argon is adsorbed nearly as readily es oxygen and 

nitrogen. Cheraical p~rification methods may be applied but have the dis-

advantage of involving the handling and disuosal of large quantities of 

reactive alkali or alkaline earth metals which almost certainly will become 

radioactively contaminated and which by the nntnre of the process, form 

high melting· temperature slude;es which tend to clog the purification systet1. 

The operation of an argon liquifying and rectifyinb system was suggested to 

obtain hit)l purity argon and to eliminate other ~;eses but this ap;:ieared to 

be a costly expedient. 
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Helium 6 '8.s has certain disadvantat;es. l ts low density makes it 

difficult to circulate by means of fans or ccntrifu5al blowers. Its high 

diffusivity makes it somewhat more diff~cult to contain than the heavier 

gases. The high ratio of constant nressure to constant voll1me heat 

capacity (k = 1.66 for helium as compared to k = 1.4 for diatomic gases) 

causes the temoeratt;re to increase much more in compression th.an does that 

of the other gases. The negative Joule-Thompson coefficient causes the 

helium to heat slightly upon free expansion throug,h an orifice or eX!_)ansion 

valve. The principal advantage of the use cf l:eliwn is that regenerative 

adsorption methods of purifying it produce good yields and high cleanup 

factors. This final factor influenced our decision to use helium. 

~ne present plans call for the use of a recirculatine. helium atmosphere 

which can be used interchangeably with the once through air ventilation in 

the various hood lines connected to the conveyorized alpha radioactive hood 

system and in the welding and liquid meta.ls hood lines. The helium will be 

recirculatine; by means of seven stage turbocotlpressors wit~ an aftercooler 

after each compr~ssor. These compressors will be piped and valved so that 

they can be used inde"Oendently, in parallel, or in eeries. 

The helium gas will be purified by adsorotion of the moisture on 

activated drying agents (silica gel and activated alumina). The gases such 

as oxygen and nitrogen will be absorbed on activated carbon at normal 

refrigeration temoeretures, -20°F to -4o°F, and at a ~ressure of a~~roxi

ma.tely 165 "Osie.. The peculiar ther,~od;r.,'1l~ic "Oroperties of heliUl!l will be 

used to assist the operation of the system. Hot gas will be pi!>ed directly 
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from the compressor to regener~te the drying to\·Jers. By expanding tl1e 

co:npressed ;1eliwn from 165 psia to the normal operating pressure through 

turbines, the gas may be used as its own refriberant and passed through a 

series of counter~~rrent heat exchangers between the activaten carbon 

adsorotion towers to reduce the temperatt:re below that \·!hich can be obtained 

with a freon refrigerant system. Re genera ti on of the activated carbon \·:ill 

be accomnlished by evac'1.B.tion wit!'lout cnange in temperature. 

------·-·,--------
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